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Two issues make debugging in the Microsoft Windows environment difficult and  time consuming. The first issue is that debugging has always been a self-taught  skill—you've basically been on your own to figure it out. Even if you have a  computer science degree, I'm willing to bet that you never took a single college  class dedicated to debugging. Other than some esoteric subjects, such as  devising automatic program verification for languages that no one uses or  developing debuggers for wildly optimistic, massively parallel-processing  computers, the science of debugging as it applies to commercial software doesn't  seem to be popular with the educational establishment. Some professors point out  that you shouldn't be writing bugs in the first place. Although that's an  excellent point and an ideal we should all strive for, reality is a little  different. Learning systematic, proven techniques for debugging won't save you  from ever writing another bug, but following these practices will help you to  limit the number of bugs you add to your code and to track down those  inadvertent bugs that do occur more quickly.

The second issue is that though many excellent books on specific Windows  technologies are available, none of them cover debugging those technologies in  enough depth to be useful. To debug any technology effectively, you have to know  far more than a book focused on a specific technology provides. It's one thing  to know how to write an ActiveX control to plug into Microsoft Internet  Explorer—and another thing entirely to be able to debug that ActiveX control. To  debug an ActiveX control, you have to know the ins and outs of ActiveX and the  Component Object Model (COM), how dynamic-link libraries (DLLs) map into memory,  and how COM goes about finding and creating controls. Some books make it look  easy to implement sophisticated features, such as remote database connections,  using the hot technology du jour, but when "db.Connect ("Foo")" fails in your  Visual Basic program—and it always does—you're on your own to find and mend the  broken link in the technology chain. Moreover, although a few books on project  management do discuss debugging, they tend to focus on managerial and  administrative issues rather than developers' concerns. Those books might  include fine information about how to plan for debugging, but they don't help  much when you're staring at a crash returning from a callback function.

The idea for this book came out of my trials and tribulations as a developer  and manager trying to ship high-quality products on time. Over the years, I've  learned skills and techniques that I use to deal with each of the two issues  that help make developing Windows-based applications a challenge. To address the  first issue, the lack of formal debugging training, I wrote the first part of  this book to give you a crash course in debugging—with a decided slant toward  commercial development. As for the second issue, the need for a book  specifically on debugging in the Windows environment, I think I've provided a  book that bridges the gap between specific technologies and nitty-gritty,  real-world debugging techniques.
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Team Leadership in the Game IndustryCourse Technology PTR, 2009
Team Leadership in the Game Industry arms you with the information you need to face and meet the challenges of finding, supporting, and retaining a talented team of employees. Specifically addressing the unique needs of managers in the game industry, this book recognizes a common issue: game development teams consisting of talented specialists...
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Cognitive Radio Receiver Front-Ends: RF/Analog Circuit Techniques (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2013

	This book focuses on the architecture and circuit design for cognitive radio receiver front-ends. The authors first provide a holistic explanation of RF circuits for cognitive radio systems. This is followed by an in-depth exploration of existing techniques that can be utilized by circuit designers. Coverage also includes novel circuit...
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Animal Rights: A Reference Handbook (Contemporary World Issues)ABC Clio, 1994
the controversy surrounding animal rights is divisive and potentially volatile. It divides society into three unequally sized groups. The first group is comprised of animal activists who believe that all human use of animals should stop immediately. The second group is society in general, which may or...
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Evolutionary BioinformaticsSpringer, 2006

	Books on bioinformatics which began appearing in the mid 80s primarily served gene-hunters, and biologists who wished to construct family trees showing tidy lines of descent. Given the great pharmaceutical industry interest in genes, this trend has continued in most subsequent texts. These deal extensively with the exciting topic of gene...
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy: An Introduction to Principles, Applications, and Experimental MethodsPrentice Hall, 2003
 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has become the chemist's most general structural tool. It is one of the few techniques that may be applied to all three states of matter. Some spectra may be obtained from less than a microgram of material. In the early 1960s, spectra were taken crudely on strip-chart recorders. The field has since seen one...
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SAS/FSP 9.2 Procedures GuideSAS Institute, 2008
Provides complete descriptions of all statements, options, windows, and commands that can be used with SAS/FSP software's FSBROWSE, FSEDIT, FSLETTER, and FSVIEW procedures.

The procedures in SAS/FSP software provide convenient interactive facilities for data

entry, editing, and retrieval. Using SAS/FSP software you can
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